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Abstract. There are many cryptographic schemes with anonymity, such
as group signatures. As one important property, anonymity revocation
has been introduced. In such schemes, the fact of whether a signer’s
rights have been revoked or not is important additional information. For
example, if a third party knows that there are many revoked members
in a company, then the company’s reputation may be damaged in many
ways. People may think that there might be many problematic employees
(who have bad behavior-s) in this company, there might be many people
who have quit, i.e., the labor environment may not be good, and so on.
To avoid such harmful rumors, in this paper, we propose an Anonymous
Designated Veriﬁer Signature (ADVS) scheme with revocation. In ADVS,
a designated veriﬁer can only verify a signature anonymously, and a third
party cannot identify whether the rights of the signer have been revoked
or not. We show two security-enhanced schemes as applications of our
scheme: a biometric-based remote authentication scheme, and an identity
management scheme.

1

Introduction

Back Ground: There are many cryptographic schemes with anonymity, such
as group signatures [6]. Anonymous schemes are useful to protect a signer’s privacy, and therefore many applications of group signature have been proposed
such as the BCPZ (Bringer, Chabanne, Pointcheval, and Zimmer) biometricbased authentication scheme [5], the IMSTY (Isshiki, Mori, Sako, Teranishi,
and Yonezawa) identity management scheme [11], and so on. As one important
property, anonymity revocation has been introduced [3, 4, 15, 17, 18]. In these
revocable group signature schemes, revocation check can be executed by any
entity. Actually, the fact of whether a signer’s rights have been revoked or not
is important additional information. Let a signatory group of a group signature
scheme be a company. If a third party knows that there are many revoked members in this company, then the company’s reputation may be damaged in many
ways. For example, someone may think that:
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– There might be many problematic employees (who have bad behavior) in
this company.
– There might be many people who have quit, i.e., the labor environment may
not be good.
In addition, there are possibilities of user privacy exposure, for example:
– If the third party knows an employee who left the company three days ago,
and also knows a signer was revoked three days ago, then the signer may be
this employee.
Actually, the third party can detect whether a signer was revoked or not by
checking whether a value was added to a revocation list RL or not. In this example, the third party can link signatures made by this employee who has left by
executing the revocation check, even if a group signature scheme with backward
unlinkability (such as [15, 18]) is used3 . This scenario can occur, since (revocable)
group signatures are applied in many applications. As a solution for protecting
against damage caused by rumors, we consider to apply a cryptographic primitive
with a property that a third party cannot check whether a signer’s rights have
already been revoked or not. Someone may think that group signature schemes
with Veriﬁer-Local Revocation (VLR) [4, 15, 18] can be applied for this purpose.
By hiding a revocation list RL from the third party4 , the third party can be
prevented from executing the revocation check. However, there is a problem in
this scenario: a revoked user can make a valid group signature which is veriﬁed
by the third party, since the third party can verify the validity of this signature
by using a group public key gpk only (RL is used for the revocation check only).
Therefore, VLR group signature schemes are not useful in protecting the company’s reputation. This suggests that it is not enough to restrict the revocation
check. As another solution for protecting against damage caused by rumors, we
need to apply a cryptographic primitive with properties that not only the third
party cannot check whether a signer’s rights have already been revoked or not,
but also the third party cannot check whether a signature is valid or not. As a
candidate for this purpose, Designated Veriﬁer Signature (DVS) [7, 10, 13, 14, 16,
20–22] is nominated, since a signer can indicate a designated veriﬁer. Especially,
strong DVS has been proposed [13, 14] which enables protection of the signer’s
anonymity from a third party. However, in the veriﬁcation phase of strong DVS,
a designated veriﬁer veriﬁes a signature with the public key of a signer and the
secret key of the designated veriﬁer. This means that these schemes do not provide the signer anonymity from the designated veriﬁer, and this is a diﬀerence
between DVS and group signatures. In addition, DVS does not have the revocation property. To sum up, no previous group signature and DVS schemes can
be applied to protect the company’s reputation.
3
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Note that backward unlinkability means that even after a signer’s rights are revoked,
signatures made by the signer before the revocation remain anonymous.
In VLR schemes, a veriﬁer veriﬁes a group signature by using a group public key
gpk, and checks whether the rights of the signer have been revoked or not by using
RL. A signer does not have to obtain RL to sign.

3

Our Contribution: In this paper, by applying the designated veriﬁcation property of DVS, we propose a way to protect the company’s reputation. By indicating a designated veriﬁer, (1) a third party cannot check whether a signature
is valid or not, and (2) the third party cannot check whether a signer’s rights
have already been revoked or not, and (3) no entity (except the opening manager OM, which is deﬁned later) can determine who a signer is. We call this
signature primitive Anonymous Designated Veriﬁer Signature (ADVS) scheme
with revocation. We compare these functions with other primitives in Table 1.
Table 1. Function Comparisons

DVS [12]
Strong DVS [13, 14]
Revocable Group Signature [3, 4, 15, 17, 18]
Our ADVS

Signer
Designated
Designated
Anonymity Veriﬁcation Revocation Check
no
yes
no
yes∗
yes
no
yes
no
no
yes
yes
yes
∗ From a third party only

The property (1) is the same concept as in DVS schemes. The property (2) is
a diﬀerence between revocable group signatures and our scheme. As a diﬀerence between strong DVS and our signer-anonymous DVS scheme, our scheme
protects the signer anonymity from the designated veriﬁer (property (3)). We
provide formal deﬁnitions of ADVS, and prove our scheme along with these definitions. Our ADVS scheme can be applied to protecting company’s reputation
scenario.
Related works: The concept of designated veriﬁer proof was introduced in
Jakobsson, Sako, and Impagliazzo [12] (called JSI scheme), where a speciﬁc designated veriﬁer can only verify the validity of proofs made by a prover’s secret
key and a veriﬁer’s public key. In the JSI scheme, although any entity can verify
the validity of a proof, this entity cannot distinguish whether the proof was made
by a prover or not. The designated veriﬁer can make the same proof, and only
the prover and the designated veriﬁer know who is the actual prover. The JSI
scheme uses the or proof technique [8], namely, the actual signer knows the secret
key of the signer or the secret key of the designated veriﬁer. A DVS signature
can be achieved [7] by using the ring signature scheme with a two-person group
(namely, members are the signer and the designated veriﬁer only). From the
viewpoint of a third party, nobody knows who the actual signer is, although the
third party can verify the signature. There are DVS schemes such that the validity of a signature can only be veriﬁed by a designated veriﬁer by using his/her
secret key (e.g., [10, 13, 22]). In these schemes, a third party cannot verify the
validity of a signature. Designated revocation check property has been considered in [9]. However, that paper did not deﬁne formal security requirements, and
there is a ﬂaw whereby a designated veriﬁer can link two signatures by using
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his/her secret key. A designated group signature scheme, which enables both
signer anonymity and designated veriﬁer property5 , has not been proposed yet.
Organization : The paper is organized as follows: Security deﬁnitions of ADVS
are presented in Section 3. Our proposed ADVS scheme is described in Section
4. The security proofs are presented in Section 5. Applications of our ADVS
scheme to the BCPZ biometric-based authentication scheme [5] and the IMSTY
identity management scheme [11] are presented in Section 6.

2

Preliminary

In this section, we show deﬁnitions of bilinear groups and complexity assumptions. Note that x ∈R S means x is randomly chosen for a set S.
2.1

Bilinear Groups

Definition 1. (Bilinear Groups) Bilinear groups and a bilinear map are deﬁned as follows:
1. G and GT are cyclic groups of prime order p.
2. g is a generator of G.
3. e is an eﬃciently computable bilinear map e : G×G → GT with the following
properties.
– Bilinearity : for all u, u0 , v, v 0 ∈ G, e(uu0 , v) = e(u, v)e(u0 , v) and e(u, vv 0 ) =
e(u, v)e(u, v 0 ).
– Non-degeneracy : e(g, g) 6= 1GT (1GT is the GT ’s unit).
2.2

Complexity Assumptions

Definition 2. (DLIN assumption) [3] The Decision Linear (DLIN) problem
in G is a problem, for input of a tuple (u, v, h, uα , v β , Z) ∈ G6 where α, β ∈ Zp
are random values, to decide whether Z = hα+β or not. An algorithm A has advantage  in solving DLIN problem in G if AdvDLIN (A) := |Pr[A(u, v, h, uα , v β , hα+β ) =
0] − Pr[A(u, v, h, uα , v β , hz ) = 0]| ≥ (κ), where hz ∈ G \ {hα+β }. We say that
the DLIN assumption holds in G if no PPT algorithm has an advantage of at
least  in solving the DLIN problem in G.
Definition 3. (q-SDH assumption) [2, 3] The q-Strong Diﬃe-Hellman (qq
SDH) problem in G is a problem, for input of a (q + 1) tuple (g, g γ , · · · , g γ ) ∈
q+1
1/(γ+x)
G
where γ ∈ Zp is a random value, to compute a tuple (x, g
) ∈ Zp ×G.
An algorithm A has an advantage  in solving the q-SDH problem in G if
q
Pr[A(g, g γ , · · · , g γ ) = (x, g 1/(γ+x) )] ≥ . We say that the q-SDH assumption
holds in G if no PPT algorithm has an advantage of at least  in solving the
q-SDH problem in G.
5

Note that the concept of designated group signature (called ML scheme) proposed
in [16] is diﬀerent from this concept: the ML scheme enables the veriﬁer anonymity,
where designated veriﬁers are indicated.
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Definitions of ADVS

In this section, we deﬁne ADVS and its security requirements. The ADVS scheme
consists of six algorithms, Setup, KeyGenS , KeyGenV , Sign, Verify, and Revoke.
The group public key gpk and the group secret key gsk are obtained by executing Setup(1κ ), where κ is the security parameter. A signer public key spk and a
signer secret key (which is also called a membership certiﬁcate) ssk are obtained
by executing KeyGenS (gpk, gsk). A veriﬁer public key vpk and a veriﬁer secret
key vsk are obtained by executing KeyGenV (1κ ). For a message M , a designated
signature σ is obtained by executing Sign(gpk, ssk, vpk, M ). σ is veriﬁed by executing Verify(gpk, vsk, M, σ). If both (1) σ is a valid signature, and (2) σ was
made by using vpk (corresponding to vsk), then 1 is output, and 0, otherwise. A
designated signature is valid means that (1) a signer has a membership certiﬁcate
ssk issued by GM , and (2) the rights of the signer have not been revoked. Membership revocation is done by executing Revoke(gpk, gsk, ssk, RL), where RL is
the revocation list. The Revoke algorithm outputs the updated RL. We assume
three entities, the group manager GM , a signer, and a designated veriﬁer, which
runs (Setup, KeyGenS , Revoke), Sign, and (KeyGenV , Verify), respectively.
Next, we deﬁne the security requirements: Unforgeability, Non-transferability,
and Signer anonymity. The DVS scheme is said to be unforgeable if the advantage is negligible for any probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) adversary A in
the following experiment. In this experiment, A can access the signing oracle
OSign(ssk∗ ,vpk) , where for an input message M , the signing oracle returns a signature σ made by ssk ∗ and designated to vpk, and appends (M, σ) to the set
of signatures SigSet. In addition, A can access the veriﬁcation oracle OVerify(vsk) .
For the input of the message/signature pair (M, σ), OVerify(vsk) returns the result
of Verify(gpk, vsk, M, σ). In addition, A can access the corruption oracle Ocorr .
For the input of the identity of signer i, Ocorr returns sski , and appends i to the
set of corrupted users CU. Note that A cannot query i∗ to the corruption oracle,
where i∗ is the target signer (who manages ssk ∗ ). In addition, A can access the
revocation oracle Orevoke . For the input of the identity of signer i, Orevoke runs
Revoke(gpk, gsk, sski , RL). Note that A cannot query i∗ to the revocation oracle. Finally, A outputs (M ∗ , σ ∗ ) 6∈ SigSet. To guarantee that no sski (i ∈ CU)
were used to compute (M ∗ , σ ∗ ), Revoke(gpk, gsk, sski , RL) is executed for all
corrupted users i.
Definition 4. Unforgeability
[
UF
AdvA
(κ) = Pr (gpk, gsk) ← Setup(1κ ); CU → ∅; SigSet → ∅; (vpk, vsk) ← KeyGenV (1κ );
(i∗ , State) ← AOVerify(vsk ) (·),Ocorr (·),Orevoke (·) (gpk, vpk);
(spk ∗ , ssk ∗ ) ← KeyGenS (gpk, gsk);
(M ∗ , σ ∗ ) ← AOSign(ssk ∗ ,vpk ) (·),OVerify(vsk ) (·),Ocorr (·),Orevoke (·) (gpk, spk ∗ , vpk, State);
∀i ∈ CU, Revoke(gpk, gsk, sski , RL); (M ∗ , σ ∗ ) 6∈ SigSet;
]
Verify(gpk, vsk, M ∗ , σ ∗ ) = 1
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Next, we deﬁne Non-transferability. Non-transferability means that a designated veriﬁer cannot produce evidence which convinces a third party that a
signature was actually computed by the signer. The ADVS scheme is said to be
non-transferable if the advantage is negligible for any PPT adversary A in the
following experiment. Intuitively, there exists a simulated signing algorithm Sign0
for which the distribution of (M, Sign(gpk, ssk, vpk, M )) and the distribution of
(M, Sign0 (gpk, spk, vsk, M )) are indistinguishable.
Definition 5. Non-transferability
[
Non-Trans
AdvA
(κ) = Pr (gpk, gsk) ← Setup(1κ ); (spk, ssk) ← KeyGenS (gpk, gsk);
(vpk, vsk) ← KeyGenV (1κ );
(M ∗ , State) ← A(gpk, spk, ssk, vpk, vsk); µ ∈R {0, 1};
σ0 ← Sign(gpk, ssk, vpk, M ∗ ); σ1 ← Sign0 (gpk, spk, vsk, M ∗ );
]
µ0 ← A(σµ , State); µ = µ0 − 1/2
Next, we deﬁne Signer anonymity. The ADVS scheme is said to be signeranonymous if the advantage is negligible for any PPT adversary A in the following experiment. Intuitively, Signer anonymity means that A with vsk cannot
determine who the actual signer is. This suggests that even if a malicious designated veriﬁer opens its own secret key vsk, Signer anonymity is still eﬀective.
Definition 6. Signer anonymity
[
Sign-Anon
AdvA
(κ) = Pr (gpk, gsk) ← Setup(1κ ); (spk0 , ssk0 ) ← KeyGenS (gpk, gsk);
(spk1 , ssk1 ) ← KeyGenS (gpk, gsk); (vpk, vsk) ← KeyGenV (1κ );
(M ∗ , State) ← A(gpk, spk0 , ssk0 , spk1 , ssk1 , vpk, vsk)
µ ∈R {0, 1}; σµ ← Sign(gpk, sskµ , vpk, M ∗ );
]
µ0 ← A(σµ , State); µ = µ0 − 1/2

4

The Proposed Scheme

In this section, we propose an Anonymous Designated Veriﬁer Signature (ADVS)
scheme with revocation. Let SP K be a Signature based on a Proof of Knowledge
and DSig(sigkey, M ) be a digital signature of a message M under a signing key
sigkey. DSig(sigkey, M ) is veriﬁed by using a veriﬁcation key, verkey. We use
DSig(sigkey, M ) to guarantee that GM updates RL. Intuitively, our construction is as follows: A signer computes an “or proof”, namely, SPK with knowledge
of either part-1: an actual signer knows the secret key of the signer (this is the
short group signature proposed by Boneh et al. [3]), or part-2: the actual signer
knows the secret key of a designated veriﬁer. This construction is needed to
achieve Non-transferability. In addition, the signer encrypts a part of the part-1
SPK using the public key of the designated veriﬁer. We improve the revocation
algorithm of the Nakanishi-Funabiki group signature [18] to satisfy the property
that a third party cannot check whether a signer has already been revoked or
not.
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Protocol 1. Our ADVS scheme
Setup(1κ ): Choose a prime number p, a bilinear group (G, GT ) with order p,
generators g, h, u, v, f ∈R G, and γ ∈R Zp , and compute ω = g γ . Output
gpk = (e, (G, GT ), g, h, u, v, f, ω, H, verkey) and gsk = (γ, sigkey), where H
is a cryptographic hash function from {0, 1}∗ to Zp .
1

KeyGenS (gpk, gsk) Choose x ∈R Zp , and compute A = g x+γ . Output spk = ∅
and ssk = (A, x).
KeyGenV (1κ ): Choose xv , yv , zv , rv ∈R Zp , and compute hd = g xv yv rv , ud =
g yv rv , vd = g xv rv , and td = v zv . Output vpk = (hd , ud , vd , td ) and vsk =
(xv , yv , zv ).
Sign(gpk, ssk, vpk, M ): Choose a, b, α, β, δ ∈R Zp , and compute T1 = A · hα+β ,
a
b
xi +δ
T2 = uα , T3 = v β , D1 = T1 · ha+b
, and
d , D2 = ud , D3 = vd , S1 = f
δ
S2 = td . Let τ = αx and λ = βx. Compute SPK as follows:
– Choose rx , rα , rβ , rδ , rτ , rλ , szv , cv ∈R Zp .
rα
rβ
rx
v
– Compute Rv = v szv t−c
·
d , Rs,1 = u , Rs,2 = v , Rs,3 = e(T1 , g)
rx
rx
−rα −rβ
−rτ −rλ
−rτ
−rλ
e(h, ω)
·e(h, g)
, Rs,4 = T2 ·u , Rs,5 = T3 ·v
, Rs,6 =
f rx +rδ , and Rs,7 = trdδ . Compute c = H(T1 , T2 , T3 , D1 , D2 , D3 , S1 , S2 ,
Rv , Rs,1 , . . ., Rs,7 , M ), cs = c − cv mod p, sx = rx + cs x, sα = rα + cs α,
sβ = rβ + cs β, sδ = rδ + cs δ, sτ = rτ + cs τ , and sλ = rλ + cs λ.

– Output σ = (T2 , T3 , D1 , D2 , D3 , S1 , S2 , cs , cv , sx , sα , sβ , sδ , sτ , sλ ,
szv ).
Revoke(gpk, gsk, ssk, RL): Let ssk = (A, x). Compute v x and CertA,x = DSig(sigkey, v x ).
Output the updated list RL ∪ (v x , CertA,x ).
Verify(gpk, vsk, M, σ, RL): Output 1 if both the following veriﬁcation check and
revocation check algorithms output 1, and output 0, otherwise.
0
v
Verification check: Compute T10 = D1 /(D2xv D3yv ), Rv0 = v szv t−c
d , Rs,1 =
0
0
= e(T10 , g)sx ·e(h, ω)−sα −sβ ·e(h, g)−sτ −sλ (
= v sβ T3−cs , Rs,3
usα T2−cs , Rs,2
0
0
0
0
=
= g sx +sδ S1−cs , and Rs,7
= T3sx · v −sλ , Rs,6
= T2sx · u−sτ , Rs,5
Rs,4
sδ −cs
0
td S2 . Output 1, if cs + cv = H(T1 , T2 , T3 , D1 , D2 , D3 , S1 , S2 , Rv0 ,
0
0
, . . ., Rs,7
, M ) holds, and output 0, otherwise.
Rs,1

e(T10 ,ω) cs
e(g,g) ) ,

Revocation check: For all (v x , CertA,x ) ∈ RL, verify CertA,x by using
?

verkey, and check e(S1 , td ) = e((v x )zv S2 , f ). If there exists a pair (v x , CertA,x ) ∈
RL, where CertA,x is a valid certiﬁcate and the above condition holds,
then output 1. Otherwise, output 0.
Note that e(S1 , td ) = e(f x+δ , v zv ) = e(f, v)zv (x+δ) and e((v x )zv S2 , f ) = e(v zv x v zv δ , f ) =
e(v, f )zv (x+δ) hold, and e((v x )zv S2 , f ) can only be computed by the designated
veriﬁer (who has zv ).
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Next, we describe the simulated signing algorithm as follows:
Protocol 2. The simulated signing algorithm
Sign0 (gpk, spk, vsk, M ): Choose T2 , T3 , D1 , D2 , D3 , S1 , S2 ∈R G. Compute SPK
as follows:
– Choose sx , sα , sβ , sδ , sτ , sλ , rzv , cs ∈R Zp .
– Compute Rv = v rzv , Rs,1 = usα T2−cs , Rs,2 = v sβ T3−cs , Rs,3 = e(T1 , g)sx ·
sx
1 ,ω) cs
−sτ
e(h, ω)−sα −sβ · e(h, g)−sτ −sλ ( e(T
, Rs,5 = T3sx ·
e(g,g) ) , Rs,4 = T2 · u
v −sλ , Rs,6 = g sx +sδ S1−cs , and Rs,7 = tsdδ S2−cs . Compute c = H(T1 , T2 ,
T3 , D1 , D2 , D3 , S1 , S2 , Rv , Rs,1 , . . ., Rs,7 , M ), cv = c − cs mod p, and
szv = rzv + cv zv .
– Output σ = (T2 , T3 , D1 , D2 , D3 , S1 , S2 , cs , cv , sx , sα , sβ , sδ , sτ , sλ , szv ).
Obviously, a signature generated by the Sign0 algorithm is a valid signature.
Therefore, our ADVS scheme satisﬁes Non-transferability.
Can RL be publicly opened?: In our scheme, RL is used to execute the
Verify algorithm. Therefore, RL is given to veriﬁers only. Even if RL is given
to a third party, the third party cannot execute the revocation check. However,
a diﬀerent problem occurs. If RL is publicly opened, then the third party can
obtain the number of revoked signers. To prevent this, in a natural way, dummy
certiﬁcates can be used as follows: Let N be the number of group members. Then
GM chooses vi0 ∈R G, where i = 1, 2, . . . , N − |RL|. Note that this procedure
can deal with a dynamic update of RL, namely, dummy certiﬁcates are chosen
for each revocation. Although the cost of revocation check and updating the list
are increased, RL can be opened. However, as with VLR schemes, a signer does
not need RL to make a signature. Therefore, practically, we can assume that
RL is given to veriﬁers only. In this setting, we can prevent a revoked user from
making a valid signature that is veriﬁed by the third party, since the third party
cannot verify the validity of a signature by using only gpk. However, in VLR
schemes, the third party can verify the validity of a signature by using gpk only,
since RL is used for the revocation check only. Therefore, VLR group signature
schemes are not used (under the assumption that RL is given to veriﬁers only),
since a revoked user could make a valid group signature which could be veriﬁed
by the third party. This is a superior point of our scheme compared with VLR
schemes.
The Open algorithm: The Open algorithm is described as follows: A ←
Open(gpk, gsk, (M, σ)), where A is a signer secret key. Let ξ1 := logu h and
ξ2 := logv h. By adding (ξ1 , ξ2 ) to gsk, GM can compute T1 /(T2ξ1 T3ξ2 ) if T1 is
given. Therefore, the designated veriﬁer needs to send (T10 , T2 , T3 ) to GM to request the Open procedure. If the opening and issuing roles need to be separated,
then only the opening key osk = (ξ1 , ξ2 ) is given to the Opening Manager OM .
A designated veriﬁer sends (T10 , T2 , T3 ) to OM . If (T10 , T2 , T3 ) is included in a
signature computed by the simulated signing algorithm Sign0 , then the Open algorithm does not work, since (T10 , T2 , T3 ) is not a valid ciphertext of a membership
certiﬁcate A (T2 and T3 are randomly chosen). Therefore, Non-transferability is
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not satisﬁed from the viewpoint of OM . This suggests OM can reveal not only
the identity of a signer, but also information about who the actual signer is.

5

Security Analysis

In this section, we prove that our scheme satisﬁes security requirements deﬁned
in Section 3.
Theorem 1. Our scheme satisﬁes Unforgeability under the q-SDH assumption.
Proof. Let A be an adversary to break Unforgeability of our scheme. qWe construct an algorithm B to break the q-SDH problem: Let (g1 , g1γ , · · · , g1γ ) be an
instance of q-SDH problem. Let qn be the number of signers (qn ≤ q). W.l.o.g.,
we assume that qn = q. B chooses distinct x1 , . . . , xq−1 ∈R Zp , and sets f (X) :=
∏q−1
∑q−1
i
i=1 (X + xi ) :=
i=0 αi X , where α0 , . . . , αq−1 ∈ Zp are the coeﬃcients of the
∏q−1 i
θf (γ)
polynomial f . B chooses θ ∈R Zp , and computes g 0 := i=0 (g1γ )αi θ = g1
i
∏
θγf (γ)
q
= (g 0 )γ . Let fi (X) := f (X)/(γ + xi ) =
and g 00 := i=1 (g1γ )αi−1 θ = g1
∑q−2
∏q−1
j
j=0 βi X , where β0 , . . . , βq−2 ∈ Zp are the coeﬃcients
j=1,j6=i (X + xj ) :=
∏q−2 j
θf (γ)
= (g 0 )1/(γ+xi ) is a
of the polynomial fi . Then Ai = j=0 (g1γ )βj θ = g1 i
0
00
γ
signer public key. B sets g := g and ω := g = g . B chooses h, u, v, f ∈R G,
xv , yv , zv , rv ∈R Zp , and computes hd = g xv yv rv , ud = g yv rv , vd = g xv rv , and
td = v zv . B gives gpk = (e, (G, GT ), g, h, u, v, f, ω, H) and vpk = (hd , ud , vd , td )
to A, where H : {0, 1}∗ → Zp is a random oracle. In addition, B selects a signing key of DSig sigkey, and opens a corresponding veriﬁcation key verkey. For
veriﬁcation queries and signing queries issued by A, B can answer these queries
perfectly, since B has vsk = (xv , yv , zv ), and can execute the simulated signing
algorithm Sign0 . For a corruption query i, B returns (Ai , xi ) to A. For a revocation query i, B computes v xi and CertAi ,xi = DSig(sigkey, v xi ), and outputs
updated list RL∪(v xi , CertAi ,xi ). A outputs (M ∗ , σ ∗ ). Let σ ∗ = (T2 , T3 , D1 , D2 ,
D3 , S1 , S2 , cs , cv , sx , sα , sβ , sδ , sτ , sλ , szv ). B computes T1 = D1 /(D2xv D3yv ),
and can obtain (T1 , T2 , T3 , cs , sα , sβ , sτ , sλ ). By using the Forking Lemma [19], B
can obtain (T1 , T2 , T3 , c0s , s0α , s0β , s0τ , s0λ ), where cs 6= c0s , with non-negligible probability. By using Lemma 4.4 of [3], we can extract a new SDH tuple (Ã, x̃) as
follows: Let ∆cs := cs − c0s , ∆sα := sα − s0α , ∆sβ := sβ − s0β , ∆sx := sx − s0x ,
∆sτ := s− s0τ , ∆sλ := sλ − s0λ , α̃ := ∆sα /∆cs , β̃ := ∆sβ /∆cs , x̃ := ∆sx /∆cs ,
and Ã := T1 · h−α̃−β̃ . Therefore, B can solve q-SDH problem.
u
t
Theorem 2. Our scheme satisﬁes Signer anonymity under the DLIN assumption in the random oracle model.
To prove Theorem 2, we apply the BBS short group signature scheme and
CPA-full anonymity experiment. For the sake of clarity, we introduce the BBS
scheme and the deﬁnition of CPA-full anonymity in Appendices A.1 and A.2,
respectively.
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Proof. Let A be an adversary to break Signer anonymity of our scheme. We
construct an algorithm B to break CPA-full-anonymity of the BBS short group
signature scheme with 2-person group as follows: First, the challenger C sends
(e, (G, GT ), g, ω, H), ssk0 , and ssk1 to B. B chooses h, u, v, f ∈R G, xv , yv , zv , rv ∈R
Zp , and computes hd = g xv yv rv , ud = g yv rv , vd = g xv rv , and td = v zv . B gives
gpk = (e, (G, GT ), g, h, u, v, f, ω, H), vpk = (hd , ud , vd , td ), vsk = (xv , yv , zv ),
ssk0 , and ssk1 , where H : {0, 1}∗ → Zp is a hash function. In addition, B selects a
signing key of DSig sigkey, and opens a corresponding veriﬁcation key verkey. A
sends M ∗ to B. B forwards M ∗ to C, and obtains σ ∗ = (T1 , T2 , T3 , cs , sx , sα , sβ , sτ , sλ ).
v
B chooses sδ , rzv , cv ∈R Zp and S1 , S2 ∈R G. B computes Rv = v rzv t−c
d , Rs,1 =
sα −cs
sβ −cs
sx
−sα −sβ
−sτ −sλ e(T1 ,ω) cs
u T2 , Rs,2 = v T3 , Rs,3 = e(T1 , g) ·e(h, ω)
·e(h, g)
( e(g,g) ) ,
sx
sx
−sτ
−sλ
sx +sδ −cs
Rs,4 = T2 · u
, Rs,5 = T3 · v
, Rs,6 = g
S1 , and Rs,7 = tsdδ S2−cs .
B also computes szv = rzv + cv zv , and sets c := H(T1 , T2 , T3 , D1 , D2 , D3 , S1 ,
S2 , Rv , Rs,1 , . . ., Rs,7 , M ∗ ), where c = cv + cs mod p . B sends the challenge
signature (T2 , T3 , D1 , D2 , D3 , S1 , S2 , cs , cv , sx , sα , sβ , sδ , sτ , sλ , szv ) to A.
A outputs µ0 . Finally, B outputs µ0 as the answer to the anonymity game of the
BBS group signature scheme. Therefore, our scheme satisﬁes Signer anonymity
under the DLIN assumption, since the BBS group signature scheme satisﬁes
anonymity under the DLIN assumption in the random oracle model.
u
t
The following theorem clearly holds, since there exists the simulated signing
algorithm Sign0 , and OM with a linear encryption secret key (ξ1 , ξ2 ) can reveal
information about who the actual signer is.
Theorem 3. Our scheme satisﬁes Non-transferability under the DLIN assumption.
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Applications of our ADVS scheme

In this section, we show the applications of our scheme to a biometric-based remote authentication scheme (the BCPZ scheme [5]) and an identity management
scheme (the IMSTY scheme [11]).
6.1

Biometric Authentication

The BCPZ scheme [5] is based on the Boneh and Shacham VLR group signature [4]. H is a human user (who authenticates himself/herself to a service
provider P by using his/her biometric data b preserved on a plastic card). A
sensor client S extracts human user’s biometric trait (e.g., iris is used in the
BCPZ scheme), and communicates with P, so that the user will be authenticated by P. P executes KeyGenV , and obtains vpk and vsk. A card issuer I
1
(with a group secret key γ) issues a card to a human user, and (A = g x+γ , b) is
preserved in the card, where b is biometric data of the user and x = Hash(b).
In addition, I generates RL if malicious behavior occurs or a user loses his/her
cards. First, P sends the challenge M to S. S gets (A, b) and the fresh biometric
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trait b0 from a human user (with a card), conﬁrms b0 ∼ b (which indicates that b0
and b are acquired from the same biometric source), and computes x = Hash(b)
and a group signature σ by using a secret x and vpk. P veriﬁes (M , σ), and
checks whether the user is a malicious user or not, by using RL. In the (original)
BCPZ scheme, a third party (with RL) may think that:
– There might be many malicious behaviors in this company.
– There might be many lost cards, i.e., goods management may deteriorate in
this company.
and so on. This is where our ADVS scheme comes into eﬀect. We illustrate a
modiﬁed BCPZ scheme in Fig.1.
A Human User H
A Sensor S
A Service Provider P


(vpk, vsk)
(A, b) (From Card)
(A, b)
Challenge M


0
b (Scanning)
?

b0 ∼ b, x = Hash(b)
σ = Sign(gpk, (A, x), vpk, M )
Issue

σ
A Card Issuer I
(gpk, gsk)

RL
?
Verify(gpk, vsk, M, σ, RL) = 1

Fig. 1: Modiﬁed BCPZ scheme
We assume that RL is given to P only, or that RL is opened with dummy
certiﬁcates. The service provider P does not have to manage the identity of each
user. Users do not have to manage any extra values (e.g., passwords), since they
only use their own biometric traits and their cards.
6.2

Identity management

An outsourcing business using group signature has been proposed in [11] (called
the IMSTY scheme). In existing systems (which do not apply group signature),
authentication servers store the list of identities of users. In group signature settings, authentication servers only have to verify users by using the group public
key gpk, and do not have to manage the list of identities of users ID-list. Therefore, the risk of leaking user information (i.e., the list of identities of users) can
be minimized, and this is the merit of using group signature in identity management. In the IMSTY scheme, the role of Group Manager GM is separated into
three roles: Issuing Manager IM , User-Revocation Manager RM , and Opening
Manager OM . IM issues membership certiﬁcates for users. When a user requests
the service, the user makes a group signature σ, and sends it to Outsourcee who
is in charge of providing the service to legitimate users. Outsourcee veriﬁes σ,
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provides the service if this signature is valid, and stores σ into the usage log
U Log. After a certain interval, Outsourcee sends U Log to OM who can open
group signatures. OM charges the users who have already used the service. If a
user does not pay a fee, then OM announces the identity of this user to RM .
RM updates the revocation list RL when a user wants to leave the group, or
when a user does not pay a fee. ID-list is managed by IM , and it is updated
when a new user joins. IM sends ID-list = {(A, x), U serID} to OM , namely
Outsourcee does not have to manage ID-list. In the (original) IMSTY scheme,
a third party may think that:
– There might be many seceders, i.e., this service may not be interesting.
– Signer’s rights have been revoked, maybe, he/she did not pay the service fee.
That is to say, the service fee may be expensive.
and so on. This is where our ADVS scheme comes into eﬀect. GM of our ADVS
scheme also can be separated into three roles, since γ (which is used to issue
membership certiﬁcates) is not used for executing the Revoke algorithm, and
the Open algorithm is independent of other procedures. We illustrate a modiﬁed
IMSTY scheme in Fig.2.
Issuing Manager IM
γ
(A, x)

Revocation Manager RM
sigkey, verkey, x
Revoke(gpk, gsk, x, RL)

Request σ
Outsourcee
Service
vpk, vsk, RL
?
σ = Sign(gpk, (A, x), vpk, M )
Verify(gpk, vsk, M, σ, RL) = 1

User

Notify x

Opening Manager OM
Charge the service fee

U Log = {(T10 , T2 , T3 )}, (ξ1 , ξ2 )
Open(gpk, (T10 , T2 , T3 ), (ξ1 , ξ2 ))
ID-list = {(A, x), U serID}

Fig. 2: Modiﬁed IMSTY scheme
We assume that RL is given to Outsourcee only, or that RL is opened with
dummy certiﬁcates, and all entities know the group public key gpk. In the modiﬁed IMSTY scheme, (T10 , T2 , T3 ) is stored into U Log, since the signature validity
has already been checked by Outsourcee, and OM needs (T10 , T2 , T3 ) only to execute the Open procedure. After a certain interval, Outsourcee sends U Log to
OM , and OM charges the users who have already used the service. If a user does
not pay a fee, then OM notiﬁes x of this user to RM . RM updates the revocation list RL, and sends it to Outsourcee, or opens RL with dummy certiﬁcates
vi0 ∈ G (i = 1, 2, . . . , N − |RL|), where N is the number of group members.
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7

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an ADVS scheme with revocation. Our ADVS scheme
satisﬁes not only designated veriﬁcation and Signer anonymity, but also designated revocation check. To the best of our knowledge, our scheme is the ﬁrst
provably secure scheme with designated revocation check. Our scheme can be
applied to the protecting company’s reputation scenario. Neither strong DVS
nor revocable group signature schemes can be used in this situation. Our ADVS
scheme can be directly and easily applied to the BCPZ scheme and the IMSTY
scheme. From this fact, our ADVS scheme can be directly and easily applied
to many cryptographic schemes based on (revocable) group signatures, when
designated property is required.
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Appendix
A.1 BBS Short Group Signature
In this appendix, we introduce the BBS short group signature [3]. Let (G, GT )
be a bilinear group with pairing e : G × G → GT , and P = {U1 , . . . , Un } be a
set of participants.
Protocol 3. BBS Short Group Signature [3]
KeyGen(1κ ): Choose g, h ∈ G and γ, ξ1 , ξ2 ∈ Zp , and set u = hξ1 , v = hξ2 , and
1
ω = g γ . For a user Ui ∈ P, choose xi ∈R Zp , and compute Ai = g xi +γ .
Output the group public key gpk = (e, (G, GT ), g, ω, H), the group secret
key gsk = γ, and user secret keys {sski = (xi , Ai )}Ui ∈P , where H is a
cryptographic hash function from {0, 1}∗ to Zp .
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GSig(gpk, sski , M ): Choose α, β, rx , rα , rβ , rτ , rλ ∈R Zp , and compute T1 = Ai ·
hα+β , T2 = uα , T3 = v β , R1 = urα , R2 = v rβ , R3 = e(T1 , g)rx ·e(h, ω)−rα −rβ ·
e(h, g)−rτ −rλ , R4 = T2rx u−rτ , R5 = T3rx v −rλ , c = H(M , T1 , T2 , T3 , R1 , . . .,
R5 ), sx = rx + cs x, sα = rα + cs α, sβ = rβ + cs β, sτ = rτ + cs τ , and
sλ = rλ + cs λ. Output σ = (T1 , T2 , T3 , sx , sα , sβ , sτ , sλ ).
GVer(gpk, σ, M ): Compute R10 = usα T2−c , R20 = v sβ T3−c , R30 = e(T1 , g)sx ·
( 1 ,ω) )c
e(h, ω)−sα −sβ · e(h, g)−sτ −sλ e(T
, R40 = T2sx u−sτ , and R5 = T3sx v −sλ ,
e(g,g)
?

and check c = H(M , T1 , T2 , T3 , R10 , . . ., R50 ). If checking condition holds,
then output 1, and 0, otherwise.
Open(gpk, gsk, σ, M ): Verify that σ is a valid signature on M to execute Verify(gpk, σ, M ).
Next, compute Ai = T1 /(T2ξ1 T3ξ2 ), and return the signer’s identity i.
A.2 CPA-Anonymity
In this appendix, we introduce the deﬁnition of full-anonymity [1]. Note that
the BBS short group signature is proven under CPA-full-anonymity, where an
adversary cannot issue the Open oracle. Therefore, we introduce this weaker
security notion as follows:
Definition 7. CPA-Anonymity
[
Anon
AdvA
(κ) = Pr (gpk, gsk, {sski }Ui ∈P ) ← KeyGen(1κ );
(M ∗ , i0 , i1 , State) ← A(gpk, {sski }Ui ∈P )
µ ∈R {0, 1}; σµ ← GSig(gpk, sskiµ , M ∗ );
] 1
µ0 ← A(σµ , State); µ = µ0 −
2
The BBS short signature satisﬁes CPA-full-anonymity under the DLIN assumption in the random oracle model (Theorem 5.2 of [3]).

